
NCR Payment Solutions
with Aloha

Resolve Settlement & Reconciliation Issues 



Welcome!

 Your Instructor is…

‾ John Whittenberg

 NCR Payment Solutions with Aloha Webinar Series

‾ NCR Payment Solutions with Aloha Overview

‾ Payments Reconciliation

‾ Chargebacks 101

‾ Resolve Settlement & Reconciliation Issues

‾ Statements & Fees

 This webinar will take approximately 20 minutes
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Agenda

 Payment Terminology

 Settlement Issues 

‾ For Adjustment Sites

‾ For Non-Adjustment Sites

 Reconciliation issues

‾ Numbers don’t match between Gateway, Processor, POS and Merchant Bank

‾ Missing Credit Card Transactions

‾ Transaction Adjustments after Settlement

‾ Offline Transactions

‾ Declined Transactions

 Additional Training & Resources



Learning Objectives

 Identify settlement issues and how to resolve them

 Identify reconciliation issues and how to resolve them



Non-Adjustment SitesAdjustment SitesSettlement

 A batch of authorized 
credit card transactions 
are sent to the issuing 
banks of the credit cards, 
so they can be settled 
(paid) to the merchant

 A site that makes an 
adjustment to a credit 
card transaction to add a 
tip after the initial pre-
authorization of that 
transaction and before 
settlement. 

 Table service sites will 
typically have adjustments 
enabled

Payment Terminology
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 Sites that don’t make an 
adjustment to a 
transaction before 
settlement

 For quick service sites and 
sites that do In-Line Tips 
(when a customer adds a 
tip on the pin pad at the 
time the payment 
transaction happens)



Resolving Settlement Issues
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POS Button

 Settlement originates in 
Aloha/In-Store

 Button on the FOH 
Terminal

 Not automated

 Settlement fails if a 
terminal is offline

 Notification if terminal 
offline 

 Failsafe must be 
configured 

CFC Scheduled Event

 Settlement originates in 
Aloha/In-Store

 Automated through CFC

 Settlement fails if a 
terminal is offline

 No notification

 Failsafe must be 
configured

Winhook – Style

 Settlement originates in 
Aloha/In-Store

 Automated in Aloha 
POS End of Day process 
(Winhook)

 Settlement fails if a 
terminal is offline

 Can be set to ignore 
offline terminals 

 Failsafe must be 
configured

3 Methods of Settlements at Adjustment Sites 
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Automatic

 Doesn’t originate in 
Aloha/In-Store

 Configured and initiated 
in NCR Payment 
Gateway

 For QS or In-Line Tips

 Offline terminals don’t 
impact settlement

 No failsafe required

1 Method of Settlement at Non-Adjustment Sites 
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Why did the settlement not happen?
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POS Button

 Manager forgot to 
initiate settlement

 A terminal is offline

 Failsafe isn’t 
configured

 Internet connection 
Issue

CFC Scheduled Event

 Event didn’t happen

 A terminal is offline

 Failsafe isn’t 
configured

 Internet connection 
issue

Winhook – Style

 EOD didn’t happen

 A terminal is offline

 Failsafe isn’t 
configured

 Internet connection 
issue

Why didn’t a Settlement happen for Adjustment Sites?



 In NCR Payments 
Gateway portal, use 
Schedule Reports to 
have the Hospitality 
Host Settlement  
report sent to your 
email daily

 You can do this for any 
reports in the 
Scheduled Reports list
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Get Notified! 



 Get an email when a 
settlement hasn’t 
occurred based on 
hours since the last 
settlement

 Be sure to have your 
NCR Representative or 
Admin configure the 
Settlement Status Alert 
in the Store Status 
Monitoring Alert screen 
in the Gateway portal
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Get Notified! 



Resolving Reconciliation Issues
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Reconciliation Issues

 Numbers don’t match between the NCR Payment Gateway and NCR 
Payment Processor portals
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Reconciliation Issues

 Transactions processed in the Gateway, but settlement hasn’t happen yet
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Reconciliation Issues

 Offline Transaction was declined when processed
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Reconciliation Issues

 The Authorization 
Detail report in NCR 
Payment Processor 
portal can be used to 
view authorized 
transactions and 
declined transactions
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Reconciliation Issues

 If the report displays a variance, check the next day’s report to see if 
the variance is reversed
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Reconciliation Issues

 The Settlements report in NCR Payment Processor portal can be used to 
view when the transactions were authorized and settled
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Reconciliation Issues

 Daily funded amounts 
could be combined

 Monthly transaction fees, 
chargebacks and 
chargeback reversals could 
affect the monies 
deposited in your 
merchant bank account
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Reconciliation Issues

 Numbers don’t match between POS 
and Gateway/Processor

‾ Transaction adjustments

‾ Declined Offline transactions

‾ Offline transactions on offline terminals 
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Declined Transactions

 Declined Transactions Log report in the Payments Gateway Portal

‾ Lists reason why transaction was declined
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Missing a Credit Card Transaction

 Approved Transactions report 
in the NCR Payment Gateway 
Portal

 Settlements report in the NCR 
Payment Processor Portal

 Authorizations report in the 
NCR Payment Processor Portal

 Funding Category report in the 
NCR Payment Processor Portal

 Payment Detail Report in the 
Aloha POS
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 On the POS report but not on the Gateway or Processor portal reports?

‾ The transaction may be an offline transaction that wasn’t settled because a 
terminal is offline 

 On the Gateway/Processor reports but not on the POS Payment Detail?

‾ The transaction might be an adjustment that was made in the Gateway portal 
after settlement

‾ Adjustments made in the Gateway portal are not reported back to the POS

Missing a Credit Card Transaction
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Transaction Adjustment after Settlement

 Adjustment to a transaction 
made in NCR Payment 
Gateway Portal doesn’t change 
original transaction amount

 It’s a separate transaction and 
it will be a separate line item 
on card holder’s credit card 
statement

 The adjustment is settled with 
the next batch settlement

 Adjustment does not get sent 
back to the POS
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Offline Transactions

 What happens if there’s no internet connectivity?

 Credit Card transactions are processed offline in ‘Store and Forward’ 
mode

 Transactions are approved offline (under a set dollar limit)

 Offline transactions are stored in an encrypted file on the terminal 

 Once the internet connection is restored, the Store and Forward 
transactions will be sent to the gateway for authorization automatically at 
about 1 transaction per minute

 Keep in mind, some transactions authorized offline may be declined by 
the card issuing bank (which is also a merchant risk)
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Offline Transactions

 How do you determine if transactions 
are being processed in Store and 
Forward mode (offline)?

‾ Authorization Code will begin with the 
letters ‘LA’

‾ If configured on your POS, a message may 
appear indicating the credit card 
transaction was processed offline

‾ If the Pin Pads are not communicating 
(checks every 60 minutes), a notification 
can be sent via email

‾ All Pre-Paid Credit Cards and Debit Card 
transactions are declined automatically 
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Offline Transactions

 Offline Approved Transactions report in the Payments Gateway Portal 

‾ Local Auth Code is displayed

‾ Auth Code is displayed if the transaction has been processed online for approval
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Questions?



You should now be able to:
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 Identify settlement issues and how to resolve them

 Identify reconciliation issues and how to resolve them



Additional Training & Resources
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 NCR Payment Solutions with Aloha Learning Portal on NCR.com

 Webinars

‾ Live Webinar Dates & Registration Links

‾ Recorded Webinar Videos

 Resources

‾ Contacts

‾ Quick Reference Guides (QRGs)

‾ Links

 Learning Videos

 How To Library (Coming Soon)



THANK YOU


